exploreAT!
exploring austria's culture through the language glass

"The project aims to reveal unique insights into the rich texture of the German Language, especially in Austria, by providing state of the art tools for exploring the unique collection (1911-1998) of the Bavarian Dialects in the region of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This corpus is large and rich, estimated to contain 200,000 headwords in estimated 4 Million records. The collection includes a five-volume dictionary of about 50,000 headwords, covering a period from the beginning of German language until the present (DBÖ/WBÖ)"

explore.bread.AT!
exploring austria's culture of bread dialectally

integration of Citizen Science e.g., via Blog

synchronic and diachronic study concerning different lexemes of bread

embedding in historico-cultural context

questionnaire based

encoding standardization
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